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Sailing Home Starburst 

                
Stamps: Sailing Home Ink: Night of Navy, Basic Gray Cardstock: Basic Gray, Night of Navy, 
Whisper White, Come Sail AwayDesigner, Accessories:  SNAIL Adhesivie, Mini Stampin’ 
Dimensionals, Medium Whisper White Envelopes, Paper Snips, Paper Trimmer, Tailored Tag Punch, 
Smooth Sailing Dies, Country Club Twine Combo Pack, Whisper White Solid Baker’s Twine 
Measurements card #1: 
Basic Gray card base: 8 ½” x 5 ½”, scored & folded @ 4 ¼”   
Whisper White  front layer: 4” x 5 ¼” –put a score line at 2 5/8” along 5 ¼” side for greeting: scrap 
Night of Navy for greeting label: 2 ½” x 3” Inside layer: 3 ¾” x 4 ¾”  
Basic Gray for greeting label: 2 ½” x 3”  
Whisper White inside sentiment layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾”                
Come Sail Away Designer  two prints for starburst: 2” x 6” -  two each print 
Country Club (Night of Navy) & white baker’s twine: about 8” each 
General Stamping & assembly tips:  
Cut each 2” x 6” strip in half diagonally with Paper Trimmer. 
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Starburst Technique: (I have used the pictures from a previous Starburst card) 
Starting with the two center pieces, adhere to the card front along the lightly scored 2 5/8” line. Leave 
a narrow bit of white showing between the  pieces. Trim flush with paper  edges with snips. 

 
Continue adding alternating strips of designer paper  with SNAIL, leaving a narrow bit of white 
showing between the strips, trimming all of the edges with snips. 

  
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Card #1 (book presentation) 

 
Adhere finished starburst layer to card front with SNAIL. 
Rub Night of Navy with embossing buddy. Stamp small sailboat with Versamark. Sprinkle with white 
embossing powder. Heat with Heat Tool. Punch with Tailored Tag.  
 
Punch a second Tailored Tag from Basic Gray. Cut Basic Gray tag in half length-wise with scissors. 
Adhere to the back of the greeting tag with SNAIL. Adhere to card front with dimensionals. Tie both 
lengths of twine together in a single bow. Adhere below the sailboat with glue dots. Stamp “let HOPE 
be your anchor through the storms of life” with Night of Navy on white scrap. Cut out with Paper 
Snips. Adhere to tag with a bit of SNAIL adhesive. 

  
Stamp inside layer with sentiment and Night of Navy ink. Stamp sailboat in lower left corner with Night 
of Navy ink. Adhere to Night of Navy inside layer with SNAIL. Adhere all inside card with SNAIL. 



 

 

 
Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card as desired. 
 
Directions for 2nd Sailing Home card (portrait) 

   
Basic Gray card base: 4 ¼” x 11”, scored & folded @ 5 ½”  
Whisper White front layer: 4” x 5 ¼” –put a score line at 2 5/8” along 5 ¼” side  
Night of Navy for greeting label: 2 ½” x 3” Inside layer: 3 ¾” x 4 ¾”  
Basic Gray for greeting label: 2 ½” x 3”  
Whisper White inside sentiment layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾”                
Come Sail Away Designer two prints for starburst: 2” x 6” -  two each print 
Country Club (Night of Navy) & white baker’s twine: about 16” each 
Assemble starburst pattern with designer paper just as was shown in the Starburst Technique 
instructions above. Adhere layer to card front with both pieces of each baker’s twine between the 
sunburst layer and the card front. 
Rub embossing buddy on Basic Gray tag. Stamp “CONGRATS” with versmark. Sprinkle with white 
powder Heat with Heat Tool. Punch with Tailored Tag Punch. Stamp small sailboat over heat 
embossed greeting with Night of Navy ink. Allow ink to dry for a few moments, then rub with a tissue 
to remove excess ink from the heat-embossed greeting. 



 

 

Punch a second Tailored Tag from Night of Navy. Cut Night of Navy tag in half length-wise with 
scissors. Adhere to the back of the greeting tag with SNAIL. Adhere to card front with dimensionals. 
Tie both pieces of twine into a knot or a bow. Adhere bow or knot to card front with a glue dot under 
the knot. 

 
Stamp inside sentiment on white layer with Night of Navy. Starting on the lower right side of the layer, 
stamp large sailboat repeatedly along the bottom of the layer with Night of Navy ink. DO NOT RE-INK 
IMAGE AS YOU ARE STAMPINg, moving the stamp to the left about half the width of the boat 
between stampings. This is called “motion stamping” because it give the allusion of the object you 
are stamping is in motion. 
Stamp seagulls with Night of Navy ink, re-inking a couple of times, but the rest stamp without re-
inking. This is called “generational stamping, and although is similar to “motion stamping” shown 
above.Adhere layer to Night of Navy inside layer. Adhere all inside card with SNAIL. 

 
Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card if desired. 



 

 

Measurements and directions for Card #3 (landscape presentation) 

 
Basic Gray card base: 8 ½” x 5 ½”, scored & folded @ 4 ¼” –turned to landscape 
Whisper White front layer: 4” x 5 ¼” –put a score line at 2 5/8” along 5 ¼” side  
Night of Navy for lighthouse : 2 ½” x 4” Inside layer: 3 ¾” x 4 ¾”  
Basic Gray for greeting label: 1” x 3”  
Whisper White inside sentiment layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾”                
Come Sail Away Designer two prints for starburst: 2” x 6” - two each print 
Country Club (Night of Navy) & white baker’s twine: about 8” each 
Assemble starburst pattern with designer paper just as was shown in the Starburst Technique 
instructions above. Adhere layer to card front with both the edge of the starburst radiating from the 
bottom edge of card with SNAIL. 
Rub Night of Navy and Basic Gray with embossing buddy. Stamp lighthouse on Night of Navy and 
“THANKS” on Basic Gray with Versamark. Sprinkle both with white powder. Heat both with Heat Tool. 
Cut lighthouse and greeting with coordinating Smooth Sailing dies. Adhere to card front with 
dimensionals. Tie twine into a bow. Adhere with a glue dot. 

  
Stamp white with sentiment and lighthouse using Night of Navy ink. Stamp sea gulls with Basic Gray 
ink. Adhere to Night of Navy layer with SNAIL. Adhere all inside card with SNAIL. 

 Stamp envelope to match card if desired. 


